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Event Description

Systems change is an exciting, yet daunting challenge as we seek to move from short-term, donor-
funded projects to more sustainable, scaled outcomes for youth supported by country systems and
markets. Members of the Youth Systems Collaborative (YSC), a community of practice of
international development organizations, shared their ‘Youth Systems Framework’ which was designed
from a review of domestic U.S. and international experience in youth programming through a
comprehensive community change paradigm over the past 40 years. The YSC and its partners shared
their experiences applying the framework to diverse development challenges affecting youth, such as
workforce development and violence prevention, and invite session participants to reflect on its
applicability to other youth-related systems change opportunities. This session coincides with the
recent publication of “Building Youth Infrastructure: Early Lessons from the Youth Systems
Collaborative” in the Journal of Youth Development, available here.
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Key Takeaways

1 The Shift From "Projects" to "Sustainable & Inclusive Systems"

Bonnie Politz (Independent Consultant) introduced the event by detailing the value of networks
and partnerships in achieving goals. The opportunity for various competing companies to come
together and share their work and goals pertaining to improving youth systems is what improves
sustainability, design, and practice. Politz described the creation of the Global Opportunity Youth
Network and how it catalyzed place-based system shifts to occur in various communities by
creating sustainable opportunities to broaden the lives of 'opportunity youth'. Clare Ignatowski
(Creative Associates) elaborated on the significance of systems versus projects claiming that
although systems tend to be unpredictable, they enable multiple sector collaboration,
generations of development, and locally-owned solutions. As a result, a design system takes into
account the diverse variables and stakeholders which often times, project fails to do sustainably
and effectively. 

The Breakdown of The Youth Systems Framework

Clare Ignatowski (Creative Associates) elaborated on her discussion of The Youth System
Framework by breaking down the three levels of their research model.  The outer level is the
Domains area where systems change plays out. Here, stakeholder collaborations and enablers
reside which allow for systems relationships and meaningful actions force the system to change.
This level also includes the laws and policies, the services and networks, finances needed to
support youth, and the values and norms of the system. The next level is the stakeholder
collaboration section where the relationships among core stakeholders that are responsible for
the infrastructure that youth needs to succeed. Ignatowski explained that this system is effective
as these stakeholders independently gain from resolving a situation. Finally, the enablers level of
the framework focused on the actions taken to nudge the system to change. This level includes the
shared goals set by measurable by targets, system mapping, capacity development, and data and
evidence. 

The Design System From A Real-World Situation

Annu Mehta (Profit with Purpose) applied the model presented by The Youth Systems Framework
to Indian communities. At the domain level, Mehta discussed the policy and resource aspects of
grouping and how, with the help of private sector in India, organizations and nonprofits are
trained and dedicated to work with young people. These private sector groups are allocating
spaces to meet and allocating funding going towards training and youth opportunities. Mehta also
covered the progress made in the services and practice domain and how the people rooted in the
communities are now being contacted through the "Sarathi Solution Approach". This approach
entails young people and women who are trained in local entrepreneurship, social security
polices, education information, and mentoring are connected to the youth. Mehta demonstrated
how all of these diverse services are interconnected.
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